
Qualification Day Rules & Gear 

 

1:  When arriving to qualify, your rifle must be unloaded with bolt out or locked to the rear. Safety flags and 

cases are recommended but not required. 

2:  Safety glasses and hearing protection must be worn at all times while on the range. 

3:  Any unsafe gun handling will not be tolerated. If you are seen handling or doing anything unsafe you will be 

warned and counseled by a BSF RSO. If you are seen again the same day, you will be asked to leave for the 

day. This is a point that will go on file at BSF. If you get 3 unsafe points your membership will go into review 

that could result in permanent dismissal of range use. 

4:  Qualification requires making 3 shots on a 24”x 24” target at 400, 600 & 850 yards. 

5:  Please bring at least 40 yards of good quality Boat Tail Long Range Ammo. 

6:  Your rifle must have a 100 yard zero before qualifying day.  Anyone that does not have a 100 yard zero will 

have to reschedule. 

7:  Bipod or front rest is required with a rear squeeze bag or rest. 

8:  Please wear proper clothes for the outdoors.  

9:  Please bring some type of range bag that all your gear and supplies will fit in. 

10:  Water or hydration of your choice, and snacks are recommended. Absolutely NO alcoholic beverages are 

allowed. 

11:  Paper and pen or pencil is required. 

12:  Any health problem or assistance including wheelchairs, need at least 1 week notice in advance, so 

arrangements can be made. 

13:  We highly recommend going over all range safety rules before coming to the range. If you need any help 

with the safety rules, please ask a RSO before engaging in the shooting sport. 

14:  Anyone that would like a personal training day with qualifying included, please call to make an 

appointment. 

15:  If you would like to schedule a private training class, please call to make an appointment. 

16:  The 850 Qualifier is not a training class for long range shooting. It is designed to ensure that the 

shooter meets the minimum requirements to utilize the 850 Range. It is held on the 3rd Saturday of 

each month unless otherwise specified. 

17: The 850 Questionnaire must be completed prior to qualification day. Please bring completed 

questionnaire to the qualifier for RSO Review. 


